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Time in Translation project 

• Aim: write a semantics of the PERFECT.
• Constraint: from form to meaning, taking into account 

cross-linguistic variation
• Focus: HAVE PERFECT

• Methodology: Translation Mining.
• Existing parallel corpora like EuroParl.
• Literary corpora based on novels and their translations.

• Core languages: English, French, Spanish, German, Dutch.
• Extensions to Italian, Greek, Catalan, Breton, …

We are grateful to NWO for their financial support of 
the project 'Time in Translation' (# 360-80-070).



State of the art in the literature on the PERFECT

• Extensive research on the English Present Perfect.
• Proposals for the semantics and pragmatics of the English Present Perfect: 

Comrie (1976), McCawley (1981), Michaelis (1994), Portner (2003, 2012), 
Nishiyama & Koenig (2010), Kamp et al. (2015).

• Awareness of cross-linguistic variation: de Swart (2007), Rothstein (2008), 
Schaden (2009), Ritz (2012), Dahl & Velupillai (2013), Kamp et al. (2015), 
Dahl & Wälchli (2016).

• Language specific analyses: Bertinetto (1986) (Italian), Vet (1992) (French), 
Boogaart (1999) (Dutch), Löbner (2002) (German), Ritz & Engel (2008) 

• Key insight: competition between PERFECT and (PERFECTIVE) PAST.



Time in Translation first parallel corpus: A. Camus (1942). L’Étranger and its 
translations in Italian, Spanish, English, German, Dutch, Greek.

• Source language French: liberal use of the Passé 
Composé.

• Translation problem: other languages make a 
more restricted use of their PERFECT.

• Translation Mining: use translations to map out 
similarities and differences in distribution 
between languages.

• From language use to grammar: determine the 
criteria that PERFECT use is sensitive to in French, 
Italian, German, Dutch, Spanish, English.

Van der Klis et al. (2020a) (in press)
van der Klis et al. (2020b) (submitted)



Subset relation over contexts

• Once a context switches from PERFECT to PAST in a particular language,
the verb form remains a past tense in the next language.

• No dichotomy but a scale ranging from more liberal to more 
restricted PERFECT languages

State verbs Narration Past time 
reference

Deixis & Event 
presupposition



Time in Translation second parallel corpus:

• J.K. Rowling (2012). Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone and its translations in
French, Italian, Spanish, German and Dutch.

• Replicate the findings from Camus in a different
corpus with a different source language to
validate the Translation Mining methodology.

• Switch from a liberal PERFECT language (French)
to a strict PERFECT language (English) to
overcome a possible translation bias.



Discourse and dialogue

• ‘Special’ literary use of the Passé Composé in Camus vs. 
traditional story telling in Rowling.

• HP corpus consists of two parts: 
i. narrative discourse in which the narrator tells the story, and 
ii. dialogue in which the characters talk to each other.
• Empirical observation: the distribution of verb forms in 

discourse and dialogue is very different. 



Summary of findings: prototypical tense use

• PERFECTIVE/IMPERFECTIVE/SIMPLE PAST tenses dominate in 
narrative discourse. 

• The distribution of verb forms in narrative discourse 
confirms claims made about tense use in narration in the 
DRT/SDRT literature (Kamp & Rohrer (1983), Partee (1984), 
Hinrichs (1986), Lascarides & Asher (1993), etc.)

• The findings validate the Translation Mining methodology.
• No PERFECT use in narrative discourse in any language.
• Hypothesis: even though the PERFECT may appear in 

narrative sequences in some languages, it has not replaced 
the PERFECTIVE PAST in the written language.

Van der Klis et al. (2019) (submitted)



• PRESENT, PAST and FUTURE tenses appear in dialogue. 
• The distribution of PERFECTS in dialogue replicates the subset 

relation we found in Camus. 
• With the interactive Time in Translation interface, we can 

determine the grammatical features that the PERFECT is 
sensitive to in each language. These are also replicated.

• Taking the dialogues in HP as a proxy for spoken language, 
we conclude that a proper understanding of the PERFECT

requires a more in-depth analysis of tense use in 
conversation.

Summary of findings: non-prototypical tense use



Spelling out the details...
Data collection

• Convert the original and its translations into electronically 
readable documents. 

• Select all sentences containing a finite verb form from 
chapters 1+17. 

• Align the sentences with their translations in Dutch, German, 
Spanish, French and Italian (TimeAlign). 

Algorithms created by the Digital Humanities Lab of Utrecht University. 
Code available via https://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/

https://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/


Split discourse and dialogue

• Algorithm that selects as dialogue text parts that appear 
between quotation marks. Remaining text is discourse.

• Split the data: tense use in discourse and dialogue.

dialogue discourse dialogue
‘You can’t blame
them,’

said Dumbledore
gently

‘We’ve had precious little to
celebrate for eleven years’



Time Align (manual annotation)





Reflections on tense use in narrative discourse

• Germanic languages (English, German, Dutch) predominantly use 
the SIMPLE PAST.

• Romance languages (French, Italian, Spanish) use an alternation 
between PERFECTIVE and IMPERFECTIVE PAST.

• No PERFECT use in any of the languages in our corpus. 
• Tuple comparison reveals no noticeable cross-linguistic variation 

within the Germanic or Romance languages.
• Minor twist: contexts where English uses the CONTINUOUS PAST lead 

to an IMPERFECTIVE PAST in Romance.





Tense use in dialogue: the numbers

• PERFECT use in Germanic languages: English << Dutch << German

• PERFECT use in Romance languages: Spanish << {Italian, French}

PRESENT SIMPLE PAST PERFECT PAST PERFECT

English 126 120 27 2
Dutch 164 83 59 6
German 156 62 79 4

PRESENT PERFECTIVE
PAST

IMPERFECTIVE
PAST

PERFECT PAST PERFECT

Spanish 122 89 38 23 1
Italian 124 2 39 94 4
French 130 0 50 99 3



MDS visualisation of tense use in English



MDS English: Present Perfect and Simple Past



MDS Dutch: Voltooid Tegenwoordige Tijd and Onvoltooid Verleden Tijd



MDS German: Perfekt and Präteritum



MDS Spanish: Pretérito Perfecto Compuesto, Pretérito Indefinido, 
and Pretérito Imperfecto



MDS French: Passé Composé and Imparfait



Dynamic Interface: back and forth between maps and data

← Point the mouse to a dot
to see the example + tense
labels in translations.

Click on a dot to get to
the underlying data:
sentence from source
text + translation in other
languages. →



‘Core’ PERFECT meaning: a state that has ended

• ‘Core’ PERFECT: all languages agree on auxiliary + past 
participle configuration.

• State that lasted for a while, and is now over:



‘Core’ PERFECT meaning: event+result

• All languages use auxiliary + past participle with an event 
verb that entails a result state with current relevance.



‘Core’ PERFECT meaning: negative existential

• Negative existential PERFECT: absence of an event of the 
type that would have current relevance (not, never).

• Conclusion: there is a range of core PERFECT meanings 
that are shared by all the languages in our dataset.



Cross-linguistic variation: event presupposition

Michaelis (1994): pragmatically presupposed events
cannot be reported in the Present Perfect, but require
the Simple Past. Only in English.



Cross-linguistic variation: reference to past events

German, Dutch, Italian, and French use the PERFECT to refer to an event located
in the past. English uses a SIMPLE PAST to do so, and Spanish a PERFECTIVE PAST.



Cross-linguistic variation: narrative sequences 

German, Italian and French use the PERFECT in narrative sequences. 
Dutch and English use a SIMPLE PAST, Spanish a PERFECTIVE PAST.



Cross-linguistic variation: the role of state verbs

French and Italian tolerate stative verbs in the PERFECT in narrative
sequences, whereas the other languages do not, and switch to the
PAST in such contexts.



Competition PERFECT with the PRESENT: 
event + result or just result

Resultative PERFECT (English, Spanish) or (current) result 
(Dutch, German, French).

O



Competition PERFECT with PRESENT: state that started in the past 

• Continuous PERFECT (English) or PRESENT (other languages):

• Not all readings ascribed to the English Present Perfect are 
available in all other languages.



Conclusions

• There is both cross-linguistic stability (‘core’ PERFECT) and cross-
linguistic variation.

• Variation in PERFECT use relates to all levels of meaning: lexical
semantics (states vs. events), compositional semantics (reference to
the past), dynamic semantics (narration).

• The Harry Potter corpus has reproduced the subset relation we found
in Camus, but only in the dialogue parts, so we take the PERFECT to be
an ingredient of the grammar of spoken language.

• In order to determine the role of the tense use in conversation,
we need to know more about the pragmatics of
the PERFECT.



07-02-2020WORKSHOP BEYOND TIME 2, BRUSSELS

Thanks for your attention!
https://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/

https://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/


The pragmatics of the PERFECT: answer to QUD

• Portner (2003): the PERFECT is used to answer the question under 
discussion.

Context: ‘Yes,’ said Professor McGonagall. ‘And I don’t suppose you’re 
going to tell me why you’re here, of all places?’      (italics original)

]



The pragmatics of the PERFECT: topic switch

• Nishiyama & Koenig (2010): Present Perfect may be used for 
topic negotiation.

Context: Mrs Dursley came into the living-room carrying two 
cups of tea. It was no good. He’d have to say something to her. 
He cleared his throat nervously.



Dialogue acts

• Role of dialogue acts: questions and answers, beginnings and
endings of a conversation.

• Cross-linguistic stability: in all languages the PERFECT plays a 
role in answering the QUD and topic negotiation.

• But: questions that raise a new topic and declaratives that
answer the question under investigation imply a variety of 
tense forms in the corpus. 

• What more specific dialogue features trigger PERFECT use?



Pragmatic variation across languages

Michaelis (1994): pragmatically presupposed events                        
cannot be reported in the Present Perfect, but 
require the Simple Past.  Only in English.
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